Maternal exposure to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons diminishes murine ovarian reserve via induction of Harakiri
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Maternal smoking during pregnancy is associated with a variety of adverse neonatal outcomes including altered reproductive performance. Herein we provide molecular evidence for a pathway involved in the elimination of the female germline due to prepregnancy and/or lactational exposure to polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), environmental toxicants found in cigarette smoke. We show that ovaries of offspring born to mice exposed to PAHs contained only a third of the ovarian follicle pool compared with offspring of unexposed female mice. Activation of the cell death pathway in immature follicles of exposed females was mediated by the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Ahr), as ovarian reserve was fully rescued by maternal cotreatment with the Ahr antagonist, resveratrol, or by inactivation of the Ahr gene. Furthermore, in response to PAHs, Ahr-mediated activation of the harakiri, BCL2 interacting protein (contains only BH3 domain), was necessary for execution of cell death. This pathway appeared to be conserved between mouse and human, as xenotransplanted human ovarian cortex exposed to PAHs responded by activation of the identical cell death cascade. Our data indicate that maternal exposure to PAHs prior to pregnancy and/or during lactation compromises ovarian reserve of female offspring, raising the concern about the transgenerational impact of maternal smoking on ovarian function in the human.

Introduction
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) are released into the environment in high quantities as a result of the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels such as wood, coal and petrochemical products. However, a primary route of human exposure to these compounds is cigarette smoke. The adverse effects of PAHs on female reproductive function have been documented in both human epidemiological and animal intervention studies (1–3).

Maternal smoking prior to and during pregnancy has many serious developmental consequences manifested both peri-implantation and during gestation (4). Furthermore, smoking dramatically affects the developing fetus, as determined by the high rate of intrauterine growth restriction, perinatal morbidity, sudden infant death syndrome, increased susceptibility to respiratory diseases in infancy, and long-term impairment of cognitive development and behavior (5).

Menopause, characterized by depletion of the resting follicular pool with loss of cyclical ovarian function, marks the end of a woman’s reproductive capacity and is accompanied by major changes in female physiology. Both the size of the follicle endowment at birth as well as accelerated germ cell loss during life can effect the age at which menopause occurs. One of the most consistent findings in the epidemiological literature is a link between cigarette smoking and onset of early menopause (reviewed in refs. 6, 7). Thus it is not surprising that direct exposure to cigarette smoke or PAHs results in accelerated loss of primordial follicles, leading to premature exhaustion of the ovarian pool (8, 9).

Indeed, studies conducted in animal models demonstrated that females born to mothers exposed to cigarette smoke or PAHs during pregnancy had a significantly decreased number of ovarian primordial follicles (10, 11). These results complement the observation of reduced fecundity in women prenatally exposed to maternal cigarette smoke (12).

There are several possible pathways triggered by PAHs that can lead to changes in cellular function. These compounds are capable of directly altering DNA structure via formation of DNA adducts (13). In addition, both 7,12-dimethylbenz(a)anthracene (DMBA) and benzo(a)pyrene (BaP), 2 prototypical PAHs, modulate activity of the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (Ahr), a member of the basic helix-loop-helix family of transcription factors (14). Upon receptor activation facilitated by ligand binding, the Ahr translocates to the nucleus, where it alters the expression of target genes via binding to specific DNA sequences designated as xenobiotic response elements (XREs). The expression of a variety of genes has been reported to be affected by activated Ahr, including xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes, growth factors, cytokines, and other transcription factors (15).
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Ahr ligands also activate cell death pathways. Both human and murine ovaries respond to PAH exposure by induction of apoptosis of primordial follicles in an Ahr-dependent manner (16). PAH-engaged Ahr complexes induce expression of the proapoptotic Bcl-2 family member Bax, the activity of which is necessary for the initiation of cell death in resting oocytes (11, 16). The purpose of the present study was to investigate the adverse gonadal effects of pre-pregnancy and lactational exposure of female progeny to PAHs and to explore the possible mechanisms involved. We identified the harakiri, BCL2 interacting protein (contains only BH3 domain) (Hrk) as one of the cell death genes involved in the regulation of the follicular pool downstream of Ahr activation. Interference with this pathway by maternal exposure to resveratrol could prevent the oocyte depletion induced by PAHs via suppression of Hrk expression. This pathway appears to be conserved, as human ovarian cortical xenotransplants responded similarly to murine ovaries.

Results
Since most women stop smoking after confirmation of pregnancy, we designed an animal model that would avoid direct exposure of fetuses to the studied compounds and thus more closely reflect human exposure. To mimic exposure in human smokers, a mixture of relatively low doses of 2 prototypical PAHs (DMBA and BaP) were given subcutaneously to adult female mice before pregnancy and/or during lactation. There was no direct treatment during pregnancy. Based on the published concentration of total PAHs found in cigarettes (17), the total dose accumulated by the mice during the 3-week period of treatment was estimated to be equivalent to approximately 25 packs of cigarettes, consistent with potential exposure in a heavy smoker.

PAH treatment of female mice prior to conception or during lactation did not cause any differences in the litter size at birth or at weaning. The biochemical response in the mother as well as in the offspring was monitored by the induction of the prototypical PAH-induced Ahr target gene, Cyp1A1, in the lung. There was a significant increase in the Cyp1A1 protein levels in both offspring and dams reflecting the dose and mode of exposure (data not shown). The biological impact of treatment was revealed when the ovarian follicular pool in the offspring, sacrificed just prior to the onset of puberty, was assessed. Female offspring of mothers exposed to PAHs either prior to pregnancy or during lactation contained a significantly reduced resting (primordial) and early growing (primary) follicle pool. Further follicular depletion was observed with combined pre-pregnancy and lactational exposure, as offspring of exposed females retained only 30% of the control follicular dowry (Figure 1, A and B).

Previous reports have established that PAH-induced destruction of primordial follicles in vitro is mediated by Bax and this adverse effect could be blocked by simultaneous treatment with the synthetic Ahr antagonist, α-naphthoflavone (α-NF; ref. 16). Thus we next investigated whether an Ahr antagonist, administered in vivo to the exposed mothers, could block the PAH-induced follicle depletion observed in the daughters. We used resveratrol, a competitive inhibitor of Ahr, since we had previously demonstrated that resveratrol is a pure Ahr antagonist with no agonistic activity (18). Biweekly maternal cotreatment with resveratrol in addition to PAHs completely prevented depletion of the primordial and primary follicles in the female offspring, while resveratrol alone had no significant effect on the quiescent follicle pool (Figure 1B).

Exposure to PAHs had been previously linked to formation of DNA adducts, which could secondarily lead to cell death through
interference with basic cellular functions (19). In order to establish whether DNA adduct formation was contributing to elimination of ovarian follicles in our model, we used immunocytochemical analysis of BaP diol epoxide (BPDE) nuclear staining, reflecting DNA adduct formation (20) in PAH-exposed ovarian tissue. However, no difference could be observed between control and PAH-exposed groups in the number of primordial and primary follicles with and without a BPDE nuclear signal (data not shown).

Follicle loss, whether induced or spontaneous, has been linked to activation of cell death via apoptotic mechanisms. A subset of cell death regulatory pathways in mouse germ cells have been previously described (3). However, the involvement of various BH3-only family members in regulation of the ovarian pool size is currently unknown. Several recent publications reported that Hrk (21) is upregulated in cells of the immune system upon exposure to dioxin (22, 23), a synthetic ligand known to specifically target Ahr. In order to determine whether PAHs are capable of activating Hrk expression in ovarian tissue, we exposed postnatal day 4 ovaries, enriched in primordial and primary follicles, in vitro to PAHs. Real-time RT-PCR revealed that within 24 hours of PAH exposure, ovarian tissue responded by an approximately 6-fold increase in the expression of the Hrk transcript when compared with vehicle-treated tissue (Figure 2C). Cotreatment of ovaries with either resveratrol (Figure 2C) or α-NF (Supplemental Figure 1; supplemental material available online with this article: doi:10.1172/JCI28493DS1) prevented induction of Hrk, suggesting that resveratrol may exert its rescuing effect at least in part by inhibiting Hrk expression. Immunocytochemical analysis confirmed accumulation of Hrk protein in both primordial and primary oocytes as well as in the granulosa cells (Figure 2A), and this expression remained elevated for a period of 48 hours. Western blot analysis of postnatal day 4 ovaries exposed to PAHs in vitro (Figure 2B) revealed approximately a 2.5-fold increase (P = 0.03) in Hrk protein expression.

While these observations indicate that PAH-induced cell death is preceded by Hrk upregulation, this relationship may be purely correlative. Therefore, we next examined whether disruption of Hrk provides protection from PAH-induced follicle death in vivo. We used Hrk−/− males treated with PAHs prior to pregnancy and during lactation, as this treatment had resulted in the most dramatic depletion of follicles (see Figure 1B). Upon mating to Hrk−/− females, the resulting offspring were genotyped and the ovarian

**Figure 2**

PAH-driven Hrk induction and its functional requirement in regulation of ovarian pool. (A) Immunohistochemical analysis of Hrk protein (brown staining) in neonatal mouse ovaries following 24 hours of exposure to vehicle or 1 μM DMBA/BaP each during in vitro culture. Induction was observed in oocytes and granulosa cells of both primordial (black and white arrows) and primary follicles. Magnification, ×400. Hrk-deficient ovaries did not show upregulation of immunoreactivity in oocytes after PAH exposure, confirming the specificity of antibody. (B) Western blot analysis of neonate ovaries under the same conditions as described above. Upon adjustment to β-actin ratio, Hrk protein, migrating at approximately 15 kDa, was induced approximately 2.5-fold (P = 0.03). (C) Induction of Hrk transcript in in vitro–treated neonatal ovaries 24 hours after exposure to vehicle, 1 μM DMBA/BaP each (PAHs), treatment with PAH and 2 μM resveratrol (PAH/RSV), or 2 μM resveratrol alone (RSV). The expression data are shown as mean ± SEM of fold change in comparison with the vehicle-treated group and were obtained from 5 sets of independent ovaries per treatment. PAH induced significant (**P = 0.0006) upregulation of Hrk transcript, which was repressed by resveratrol treatment (*P = 0.005). RSV or RSV/PAH groups were not significantly different from vehicle-treated ovaries. (D) Ovaries from Hrk-deficient females were protected from PAH-induced depletion of primordial and primary follicles. Numerical representation of morphometric analysis of ovarian pool for nonapoptotic oocyte-containing primordial (resting) and primary (growing) follicles in sibling offspring born to heterozygote mothers exposed to PAHs prior to pregnancy and during lactation. Data are expressed as mean number of primordial and primary follicles ± SEM. Each genotype group represents combined data of offspring born to mothers exposed to vehicle (Hrk+/−, n = 5; Hrk−/−, n = 7) or treated with PAH (Hrk+/+, n = 4; Hrk−/−, n = 5). A significant reduction of follicles was only observed in the wild-type ovaries (P = 0.03; **P = 0.05; NS, not significantly different).
folicular pools of wild-type and Hrk-deficient sisters compared. Follicle counts revealed partial protection of primordial follicles and almost complete protection of primary follicles in female offspring lacking the Hrk gene (Figure 2C). Our results therefore indicate that Hrk is required for the in vivo primary follicle loss caused by maternal PAH exposure.

Since it appeared that PAH-induced follicle destruction required transcriptional upregulation of Hrk, we further explored the possibility that Hrk may be an Ahr-regulated cell death gene. Results of computer-based scanning of the 5,000-bp sequence upstream of exon 1 of murine Hrk gene using the MatInspector (http://www.genomatix.de/products/MatInspector/) algorithm identified 3 putative XREs (Figure 3A).

In order to establish whether Ahr is necessary for the observed in vivo destruction of follicles resulting from maternal exposure to PAHs, we treated Ahr+/– mothers prior to pregnancy and during lactation and compared the follicle profile in their daughters at the time of weaning. As predicted, wild-type offspring lost a substantial amount of their resting ovarian follicular pool. In contrast, Ahr-deficient sisters were not significantly affected (Figure 3B). This observation is consistent with previous reports of Ahr-mediated follicle depletion during in vitro PAH exposure (16). To determine whether Ahr is required for Hrk expression, we exposed neonatal ovaries from females lacking the Ahr gene or their wild-type siblings to PAHs for 24 hours in vitro and then analyzed Hrk expression. While wild-type ovaries induced Hrk transcript 24 hours after PAH exposure, ovaries from females lacking Ahr remained unresponsive (Figure 3C). This observation indicates that PAH-mediated expression of Hrk in ovaries depends on Ahr activity. As the Hrk promoter contains 3 putative XRE sites, it is possible that Hrk is directly regulated by AHR. Using a luciferase reporter driven by Hrk promoter, we detected an approximately 3.7-fold increase in luciferase activity triggered by PAH exposure (Figure 3D). Almost no detectable luciferase activity was recorded with or without PAH exposure when we used the Δ70 Hrk promoter, missing the last 70 bp adjacent to exon 1 (data not shown). Using site-directed mutagenesis, we modified all 3 of the putative XRE sites in the wild-type Hrk promoter. These mutations totally abolished the increase in luciferase activity caused by PAH exposure (Figure 3D), indicating that Hrk is directly regulated by AHR.

We next decided to assess whether Bax is also upregulated in primordial and primary follicles in ovaries of PAH-exposed offspring. Consistent with previous reports, Bax staining in both follicle types increased, indicating accumulation of Bax protein (Figure 4A). Since we had observed that females lacking Hrk are protected from follicle loss, we also wished to determine whether ovaries of Hrk-deficient daughters upregulate Bax expression in response to the PAH exposure. Immunocytochemistry indicated no change in the immunoreactivity for Bax in both primordial and primary follicles of PAH-exposed and vehicle-treated Hrk-deficient females (Figure 4A). In order to confirm failure of Bax induction, we analyzed Hrk-deficient neonatal ovaries exposed to PAH in vitro for induction of Bax transcript. Interestingly, while wild-type ovaries upregulated Bax transcript as previously reported (16), Hrk-deficient ovaries did not respond with induction of Bax transcript (Figure 4B).

Finally, we explored whether the PAH-induced Hrk pathway is active in human follicles as well. Previously, we described that human ovarian cortical xenografts, transplanted subcutaneously

---

**Figure 3**

Ahr is involved in in vivo–induced follicle destruction in female offspring after maternal exposure to PAHs. (A) Schematic outline of putative XRE elements, identified by a MatInspector computer algorithm within 5,000 bp of murine Hrk promoter. (B) Ahr-deficient offspring born to mothers exposed to PAHs prior to pregnancy and during lactation retained a significantly larger primordial follicle pool than their wild-type sibling sisters. Quantitative representation of the morphometric analysis of the ovarian pool for nonapoptotic oocyte-containing primordial follicles is expressed as mean ± SEM. Each genotype group represents combined data from offspring born to mothers exposed to vehicle (Ahr+/–, n = 7; Ahr–/–, n = 3). A significant reduction of follicles was only observed in the wild-type ovaries (**P = 0.0003). (C) Ahr-deficient neonatal ovaries failed to upregulate Hrk transcript expression in response to PAHs over a 24-hour period. The expression data are shown as fold change of luciferase/cell/culture as previously reported (16)–deficient sisters were not significantly affected (Figure 3B). (D) PAH treatment (1 μM DMBA/BaP each) induces expression of luciferase driven by Hrk promoter in transient transfection assay using HEK cells (**P < 0.01). Activity of the promoter was greatly reduced by mutation of all 3 XRE sites in the presence of vehicle, but no induction occurred after PAH exposure using mutated construct. Data are shown as mean ± SEM of 3 independent experiments performed in pentuplicate and are expressed as fold change of luciferase/β-galactosidase ratio.
into immunodeficient mice and subsequently exposed to PAHs, activated cell death and upregulated Bax in a manner similar to that of mouse ovarian tissue (16). Thus we used the same approach and examined expression of Hrk in human ovarian cortical xenografts removed from mice exposed to vehicle, PAHs, or PAHs plus resveratrol. Immunohistochemistry revealed induction of Hrk protein, particularly in the granulosa cells of follicles, as well as in the surrounding stroma (Figure 4C). This induction was suppressed by cotreatment with resveratrol, indicating conservation of the PAH-AHR-Hrk molecular pathway between rodents and humans.

**Discussion**

The loss of primordial and primary follicles has profound biological consequences. Despite controversial studies that suggest existence of putative oogonial stem cells (24, 25), it is generally accepted that mammals are born with a finite number of primordial follicles that are incapable of proliferating with advanced maternal age. The loss of oocytes over time appears to be irreversible, as in many model systems depletion of the resting ovarian follicle pool eventually results in sterility (26, 27). Previous studies in animal models have clearly demonstrated the ovoxic effect of direct exposure to PAHs, targeting mainly resting and early growing follicles (8, 9, 28–30), although it is not possible to exclude that other cell types contribute to follicle demise. Limited data are available regarding the effects of maternal exposure to these compounds on the follicular dowry of the offspring. Since BaP and DMBA are known PAH components of cigarette smoke, our results raise the possibility that human smokers, even if they stop smoking during pregnancy, may have offspring with a decreased number of oocytes, potentially leading to abnormal ovarian function, decreased fertility, and/or early menopause. This suggestion is further supported by epidemiological evidence that women with prenatal exposure to maternal cigarette smoking have reduced fecundity (12).

While a large volume of information exists regarding the toxic effects of PAH, comparatively little is known about the mechanisms by which these compounds exert their cytotoxic effects. Both human and murine ovaries respond to PAH exposure by activation of cell death within oocytes of resting follicles, followed by granulosa cell demise, in an Ahr-dependent manner (16). The PAH-activated Ahr complex transcriptionally regulates the pro-apoptotic Bcl-2 family member Bax, expression of which appears to be necessary for the induction of cell death in primordial follicles, since animals lacking Bax are almost completely resistant to the loss of this follicle type (11, 16).

There are likely several parallel mechanisms that result in PAH-induced ovarian toxicity, but downstream effector genes required for the cellular commitment to death remain obscure. Here we describe what we believe is a novel Hrk-driven death pathway par-
ticularly relevant to destruction of primary follicles. The expression of Hrk appears to be regulated by Ahr, since ovariess from Ahr-deficient females do not upregulate Hrk in response to PAHs and mutation of all 3 XRE sites in the Hrk promoter abolished promoter activity triggered by PAHs. We also observed that mutations in the XRE greatly diminished luciferase activity in the presence of vehicle. This is likely caused by the presence of endogenous ligands or contaminating dioxin-like compounds in serum, as these Ahr agonists also require functional XREs for their response. Furthermore, resveratrol, a naturally occurring Ahr antagonist, produced by spermatophytes plants and found in some red wines, is capable of preventing follicular loss triggered by PAHs in the offspring of exposed mothers. In addition, this pathway appears to be conserved, as human ovarian cortical tissue responded to PAHs by induction of Hrk likely by AHR-mediated action. Using MatInspector algorithm, we have identified at least 5 putative XREs in the human Hrk promoter (data not shown).

Hrk was originally cloned as a Bcl-2- and Bcl-x-interacting protein (21) that facilitates cell death via sequestering these antia apoptotic partners from multichannel death-inducing molecules such as Bax (31). In several model systems, particularly in neuronal (32–34) and immune system cells (35), induction of Hrk expression is accompanied by cell death. However, only 3 reports have addressed the functional importance of Hrk expression in cell death (36–38). While Hrk does not bind to Bax (21), it is clear that, at least in neurons, Bax operates downstream of Hrk, forming pores in the outer mitochondrial membrane and allowing release of apoptotic factors sequestered within the mitochondria (33). These studies also showed that Hrk is transcriptionally upregulated in Bax-deficient neurons upon administration of cell death stimuli, even though these cells are protected from apoptosis (33). Based on our results, it is apparent that disruption of Hrk is sufficient to abolish depletion of early growing primary follicles induced by PAHs, indicating that at least at this stage there is no redundancy with Bax. Alternatively, Hrk may work as a sensor upstream of Bax, as previously proposed for other BH3-only proteins (39). In contrast to Bax, death of the quiescent pool of oocytes at the primordial stage was only partially prevented by Hrk deficiency. This finding suggests that, in primordial follicles, activation of other cell death genes working upstream of Bax is needed for execution of cell death and that Hrk aids, but is not totally responsible for, the commitment to death. The partial protection of primordial follicles cannot be due to a transcriptional increase of Bax in Hrk-deficient follicles, as evidenced by the lack of change in immunoreactivity of Bax protein and lack of Bax transcript induction upon PAH exposure. However, the primordial follicle protection from death may still be linked to posttranslational modification of Bax required for the death-inducing activity of this protein (40). It is also possible that another BH3 family member can be activated in primordial follicles in response to PAHs and can facilitate Bax killing, since a high degree of functional redundancy has been reported for several members of the BH3-only gene family (39, 41). Therefore, the BH3-only and Bax family members act in concert to tilt the balance in the cell toward the apoptotic program, not only in a cell type-specific manner but also in a developmental stage-specific (e.g., resting versus early growing oocyte pool) manner.

The results of our studies demonstrate that the exposed fetal and neonatal germ lineage is very sensitive to PAH compounds transmitted from the mother to the progeny. To our knowledge, this is the first animal study showing that maternal exposure to PAHs prior to conception and during lactation could cause ovo toxicity in the next generation. Furthermore, we created a valuable in vivo animal model that could be used to examine the long-term reproductive effects of other environmental toxicants, for example, polycyclic chlorinated biphenyls, which have also been reported to be transmitted transplacentally or through breast milk (42).

As we observed substantial reproductive risks in female progeny of exposed dams, one has to consider the clinical implications of chronic exposure of woman to environmental chemicals, especially cigarette smoke PAHs. Recent healthcare campaigns promote anti-smoking interventions during pregnancy as a high priority in prenatal care. However, even though most women might stop smoking once a pregnancy is detected, transplacental exposure of the fetus to PAHs, which could accumulate in several tissues, especially body fat, pose a significant biohazard to the developing baby. Moreover, these compounds may also cause epigenetic changes in the ovarian tissue, which could contribute to transgenerational effects such as those observed in this study. Unfortunately, exposure to PAHs from secondhand smoke can be difficult to prevent. Attempts to reduce exposure to these environmental pollutants have not been successful, nor are they likely to be until internal combustion engines, the burning of fossil fuels, and cigarette smoking are eliminated. Therefore, we believe future research should be aimed at developing methods to antagonize the adverse effects of toxic Ahr ligands as one step toward the improvement of human health, including benefits for long-term fetal development and well-being.

**Methods**

*Animals and treatments*. Eight- to ten-week-old female and male inbred C57BL/6 mice were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory, housed in plastic cages, provided food and water ad libitum, and maintained on a 12-hour light/12-hour dark cycle at a controlled temperature of about 22°C. The animals were allowed to acclimate to the animal facilities for 2 weeks prior to the initiation of treatment. BaP and DMBA (Sigma-Aldrich) were freshly prepared in corn oil before each treatment. Animals were divided into subgroups consisting of 5 female mice, as described below. The preconception treatment was given subcutaneously to mice once a week for 3 weeks, and those mice were then mixed with age-matched male mice for mating. There was no treatment during gestation. The maternal lactational treatments were given on the third day after giving birth and then once a week for 3 weeks. Group 1 (vehicle control) was given corn oil (2.5 ml/kg) before pregnancy and during breast-feeding. Group 2 was administered BaP/DMBA (1 mg/kg each per week) before pregnancy and corn oil during lactation. Group 3 received corn oil before pregnancy but was injected with BaP/DMBA during breast-feeding. Group 4 was treated with BaP/DMBA both before pregnancy and during lactation. For experiments with resveratrol cotreatment, females were injected twice weekly with 10 mg/kg resveratrol (Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in propylene glycol, in addition to the weekly BaP/DMBA treatment. There was no treatment during pregnancy. Female offspring of treated dams were sacrificed at approximately 3 weeks of age, between postnatal days 24–26.

Mice carrying an Hrk- or Ahr-deficient allele on the C57BL/6 genetic background were genotyped by PCR as previously described (37, 43). Heterozygote females were subjected to identical treatment as groups 1 and 4 and mated to heterozygote males of appropriate genotype, and upon genotyping, female offspring were used for assessment of follicular pool. Animal work was conducted according to protocols approved by the Animal Oversight Committee at Mount Sinai Hospital.

*Ovarian histomorphometry*. Ovaries were removed from offspring (approximately 3 weeks old; days 24–26) of control and treated groups, fixed in Dietrich’s fixative or buffered formalin phosphate, and embed-
and individual pairs were then compared. In the same animal was used for control and the other for treatment group, quality DNase enzyme (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Complementary DNA was generated using First Strand cDNA synthesis kit (Invitrogen) supplemented with glycogen (Boehringer Mannheim) and cleaned with PCR-purification reagents. Ovaries from 4-day-old neonates were subjected to in vitro PAH exposure. Twenty-four hours later, fixed in formalin, and subjected to immunohistochemical analysis for HRK expression.

**Real-time RT-PCR.** Total RNA was extracted from individual neonatal ovaries treated with various agents using TRIzol (Invitrogen) supplemented with glycogen (Boehringer Manheim) and cleaned with PCR-quality DNase enzyme (Sigma-Aldrich) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Complementary DNA was generated using First Strand Revert Aid kit (Fermentas). HRK expression was monitored using quantitative RT-PCR using Assays-on-Demand Taqman primers and probe (Applied Biosystems), while PCR for β-actin was performed using the SYBR Green I dye DyNaMo HS kit (MJ Research) based on the manufacturer’s protocol using specific primers (BA-F: 5′-CCACAGCTGA-GGGAAATC-3′; BA-R: 5′-TCCATAACCAAGGAAAGG-3′). Analysis was done using the DNA Engine Opticon 2 System (MJ Research), and data for all quantitative PCR analyses were normalized against expression of β-actin. In all experiments, vehicle-exposed ovaries were used for generation of a baseline value with which other treatment groups were compared. When genetically engineered mice were used, one ovary from the same animal was used for control and the other for treatment group, and individual pairs were then compared.

**Western blotting.** Approximately 3-week-old female offspring as well as dams were sacrificed by cervical dislocation. Lung tissue was quickly excised, snap-frozen on dry ice, and stored at −80°C until further processing. Ovaries from 4-day-old neonates were subjected to in vitro PAH exposure as described above. Frozen tissues were homogenized in ice-cold RIPA buffer. Protein concentrations were determined following the Pierce Biotechnology BCA Protein Assay Kit, and 40 μg of protein was run on a 10% polyacrylamide gel and electrophoretically transferred onto nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was blocked with 5% nonfat dry milk and incubated with a 1:100 concentration of goat polyclonal antibody against mouse CYP1A1, anti-mouse HRK (Q17), or goat polyclonal antibody against β-actin (all from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc.), followed by anti-mouse or anti-goat immunoglobulin conjugated to HRP (1:1,500). Blots were exposed to chemiluminescent ECL-plus reagent (Amersham). All blots were confirmed for equal protein loading, adjusted for expression of β-actin, and quantitated using ImageQuant software.

**Immunohistochemistry.** Collected ovarian tissue was fixed in 10% buffered formalin phosphate and processed for paraffin-embedded sections. After endogenous peroxide quenching in 1% H2O2 and high-temperature (microwave) antigen retrieval in 10 mM citrate buffer for 10 min, tissue was treated with rabbit anti-Hrk (P19), anti-Hrk polyclonal antibody (Q17) or goat anti-human HRK polyclonal antibody (N20), all from Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., overnight at 4°C. Subsequent antibody detection was carried out using appropriate secondary biotinylated IgG antibody and Vectastain ABC kit (DAKO) with diaminobenzidine as peroxidase substrate (Sigma-Aldrich). Immunolocalization of DNA adducts was performed using Biocell’s BC-129 DNA adduct detection kit (Biocell). This antibody recognizes BPDE–I-DNA adducts and also cross-reacts with diol-epoxide DNA adducts of other PAHs (20). As a negative control, the primary antibody was omitted, but all remaining steps were performed. All sections were counterstained with hematoxylin, dehydrated, and mounted in DPX mounting medium.

**HRK promoter analysis and site-directed mutagenesis.** The mouse HRK promoter luciferase construct was generated from HRK genomic clone obtained previously (37). 5.3-kb genomic fragment upstream of exon 1 was cloned into KpnI/XhoI sites in pGL2 luciferase reporter vector (Promega Corp.). Site-directed mutagenesis of putative XRE sites in the mouse HRK promoter was performed by PCR using the QuickChange XL Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene). Primers containing oligonucleotide substitutions of the first 2 base pairs of all 3 XREs to adenines (CGTG→AATG) were used to generate inactive XREs and are listed in Supplemental Table 1. Mutation of XRE nucleotides was confirmed by DNA sequence analysis. In addition, the inactive A70 HRK promoter, missing 70 bp before exon 1 on pGL2 backbone, was used as a background control. HEK293 cells grown in DMEM supplemented with glutamine, nonessential amino acids, and 10% of FCS in 24-well plates were transiently transfected with either HRK-WT, HRK-3 XRE mutated, or A70 HRK constructs in concentrations of 0.55 μg of plasmid per well using the CaCl2 method (47). Twenty-four hours after transfection, cells were treated with vehicle (DMSO) or PAHs (1 μM DMBA/BaP each) and harvested 24 hours later using reporter lysis buffer (Promega). Luciferase activity was measured using a luminometer (MicroLumat Plus LB96V; EG&G Berthold). Luciferase activity was normalized to β-galactosidase activity resulting from cotransfection with HRK reporter vectors at a concentration of 0.2 μg per well to account for minor differences in the transfection efficiency. Normalized data are expressed as the mean fold change ± SEM relative to the vehicle-treated wild-type HRK promoter-transfected cells. All experiments were performed in triplicate, and each experiment was repeated 3 times.

**Statistics.** Significance of morphometric analysis of the ovarian pool among different treatment groups was assessed by 1-way ANOVA, followed by Duncan’s or Student-Newman-Keuls post-hoc test. The remaining data, when only 2 groups were compared, were subjected to Student’s t test. All tests were performed using the SPSS statistical package (version 11.0), and a P value of less than 0.05 was considered significant.
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